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NOMENCLATURE 
A a constant; non-dimensionalized crack length a/t 
a crack length 
a. coefficient of displacement function w. 
1 -̂  2 
B a constant; non-dimensionalized -waist length b/£ 
b waist length 
b. a function of time 
1 
D flexural rigidity of plate 
d width of plate 
E Young's modulus 
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g(t) a function of time 
h thickness of plate 
k number of admissible functions for circular plate 
I half length of plate 
M bending moment 
M non-dimensionalized bending moment 
q a function of time 
r polar coordinate 
R radius of circular plate 
R(u)) Rayleigh's quotient 




u in plane displacement 
V potential energy of plate 
w(x,y,t) displacement of plate 
w. displacement function 
i 
x cartesian coordinate 
y cartesian coordinate 
Y mass per unit area of plate 
v. . shear strain 
e small distance from crack tip 
e. . general term of Lagramdan strain tensor 
ij 
0 polar coordinate 
A. eigenvalue 
v Poisson's ratio 
p specific density 
cp(x,y) function of spatial coordinates 
0) frequency 
m natural frequency 
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SUMMARY 
The presently available procedures for analyzing the 
vibration of cracked plates and the difficulties encountered in 
developing analyses representing the behavior involved in an 
acceptable manner are discussed. It is noted that present methods 
are cumbersome and limited in scope. 
An approximate plate theory analysis based on an assumed modes 
approach is developed and evaluated. The assumed modes are constructed 
in such a manner as to satisfy geometric boundary conditions and to 
incorporate the proper order of crack tip singularity. Optimization 
of the composition of the modal components is accomplished by the 
use of Lagrange equations. 
Both global and local aspects of the analytical results are 
examined. Predicted global properties - eigenvalues and eigen-
functions - are evaluated by comparison with experimental results 
obtained for a cracked sheet. The acceptability within the framework 
of thin plate theory is checked by determining the error in satisfying 
the moment free conditions on the crack faces. By applying the 
method on a circular plate it is investigated how convergence is 
enhanced by an increase in the number of assumed mode functions. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In his book History of Strength of Materials, Timoshenko 
describes in an entertaining way the first attempts to develop a 
satisfactory theory for the bending of plates. The French Academy 
of Sciences proposed in l809> as the subject for a prize essay, the 
problem of deriving a mathematical theory of plate vibrations and of 
comparing theoretical results with those obtained experimentally 
(Reference [1-a]). In October l8ll, the closing date of the competi-
tion, only one candidate, Mile. Sophie Germain, appeared. 
She assumed an integral expression based on principal 
curvature for the strain energy of the plate. By minimizing this 
energy through use of variational calculus, she derived a differential 
equation for "which the dependent variable was the transverse deflec-
tion w of the plate. One error which she made in her analysis was 
found and later corrected by one of the judges, J. L. Lagrange. It 
is amusing to read how the Academy, apparently anxious to award her 
the prize, proposed the problem two more times to give her two more 
chances. On a third attempt Sophie Germain obtained the correct 
governing differential equation and was awarded the prize. She had 
not, however, given a valid derivation of the strain energy expression. 
In l8l4 S. D. Poisson used a hypothesis based on atomic forces 
and obtained a basically correct expression for the strain energy. 
Since Sophie Germain's expression was found to be a special case of 
Poisson's result, she had been able to obtain the correct governing 
differential equation. 
In 1820 C. L. M. H. Navier extended Poisson's work "by assuming 
that the in-plane displacements during bending are parallel to the 
middle plane of the plate and are proportional to the distance from 
that plane. He found the correct differential equation for any 
lateral loading: 
*k Ah ^ x 
D CT + 2 7T72 + ~T) = p > {1~1] 
dx dx dy dy 
where p is the intensity of the load and D is the flexural rigidity 
of the plate. Navier's value of D coincides with the value which is 
now generally accepted when Poisson's ratio is taken as equal to 
one quarter. 
G. R. Kirchhoff (1850) can be given credit for organizing the 
theory of thin plates by stating all assumptions used clearly and 
completely. The now generally accepted assumptions for the thin 
plate bending theory are: 
1. The thickness of the plate must be very small compared 
with the other dimensions. 
2. The transverse deflections w are small compared to the 
thickness of the plate. 
3. Each line initially perpendicular to the middle plane 
(reference plane) of the plate is inextensional and remains straight 
and normal to the middle surface of the deflected plate during bending. 
h. Elements of the middle plane of the plate do not undergo 
stretching during small deflections of plates under lateral load. 
5. Small strains are assumed so that the quadratic terms in 
the Lagrangian strain tensor can be neglected and the strain dis-
placement relation can be expressed as 
e.. = 3 (u. . + u. .) (1-2) 
rather than as (Reference [2]) 
e. . = \ (u. . + u. . + u. . • u. .) (1-3) 
6. Reactive forces are normal to the plate in the undeflected 
position so that no membrane forces are taken into account. 
It. is obvious that assumptions three and four mean that 
e = y = Y = 0 (l-*0 
zz xz yz 
By using these conditions Kirchhoff derived the correct expression for 
the potential energy V of a bent plate. By the use of the principle 
of virtual "work, he succeeded in finding the same governing differ-
ential equation as Navier (Reference [l-'b]). 
By using the linear stress-strain and strain-displacement 
relations, and by considering the equilibrium of a very small plate 
element, the governing differential equation can readily be derived as: 
v\ = I (1-5) 
k 
The number of boundary conditions required to provide a unique 
solution forms in itself a problem. The governing differential 
equation is of fourth order so that two boundary conditions are required 
at each point on the edge. These boundary conditions can be either 
geometric or natural. For a simply supported or completely clamped 
edge this causes no problem. For a free edge, however, difficulties 
arise. It is natural to assume, as Poisson did, that the boundary 
conditions are: 
1. Zero bending moment. 
2. Zero shear force. 
3. Zero twisting moment. 
However, it is generally impossible to adapt the solution of the 
governing differential equation to these three boundary conditions. 
Kirchhoff obtained only two boundary conditions for a free edge and 
this is consistent with the order of the differential equation of 
the classical theory of plates. He showed that two boundary condi-
tions can be used for the determination of the deflection w satisfying 
the governing differential equation; i.e., the three conditions based 
on physical reasoning can not all be used. 
The boundary condition inconsistency can be traced to the 
assumption that the normals of the middle plane before bending are 
deformed into the normals to the middle plane after bending. Without 
using such an assumption E. Reissner (Reference [3]) obtained a sixth-
order differential equation for which all the three boundary conditions 
can be satisfied. If the plate is thin, the higher order terms can be 
5 
neglected and the sixth-order equation reduces to the fourth-order 
equation. 
In order to avoid the inconsistencies in the boundary condi-
tions, Kirchhoff. pointed out that the two conditions prescribed by 
the shear load and the twisting moment acting on an element of the 
edge of the plate may be replaced by two statically equivalent vertical 
forces, which can then be combined with the vertical shearing forces. 
Owing to such a replacement, the stress distribution in the immediate 
neighborhood of the edge will naturally be incorrect, but the stress 
distribution in the rest of the plate will be essentially correct. 
His argument generally requires that lateral pointloads be introduced 
at corners of a plate to react the edge shears. There are, as 
Langhaar observes, puzzling inconsistencies arising from this procedure 
(Reference [l-c], [^-a]). 
In the case of a simply supported rectangular plate under 
sinusoidal load p, N the deflection w can easily be determined in 
(x,y) 
closed form. This solution can be used for any kind of loading by 
representing the load function p in the form of double trigonometric 
series (Navier) and using orthogonality conditions to advantage. The 
deflection function w may likewise be expanded in double trigonometric 
series with unknown coefficients which can be evaluated from the 
boundary conditions. 
For problems of bending of rectangular plates which have two 
opposite edges simply supported, M. Levy (Reference [5-a]) suggested 
taking the solution in the form of the series 
6 
w = > Y sin ̂  (1-6) 
Li rn d 
m=l 
where Y is a function of y only (the sides x = 0 and x = d are 
m 
assumed simply supported). Each term of this series satisfies the 
boundary conditions at the simply supported edges. It then remains 
to determine Y in such a form as to satisfy the boundary conditions 
m 
on the additional edges and the governing equation for the deflection 
surface. This may be reduced to solving an ordinary linear differ-
ential equation in Y . 
m 
The problem of vibrations, as may be expected., is more 
difficult than the corresponding static bending problem. It is a 
practical consideration to suppose the entire mass of the plate to be 
concentrated in the plane midvay between the parallel plane faces of 
the plate. The deflection w is now described by the function 
w = w(x,y,t). For the dynamic plate problem the Hamiltonian or 
action integral can be expressed as a surface integral. According 
to Hamilton's principle the actual motion of a conservative system is 
such as to render the Hamiltonian integral an extremum. The Euler 
equation of this integral, as derived by Sophie Germain and Lagrange, 
forms the equation of motion of a vibrating thin plate: 
i d w 
7\,o+3-f -o • fe-T> 
O t 
Using d'Alembert's principle, the inertia forces in the case 
of free vibration can be considered as external loads. Then the form 
7 
of the governing differential equation follows from that for static 
Ioa ding. 
By assuming solutions of the type w = w(x,y) • g(t) the 
following set of differential equations results 
k k 
7 w - 3 w = 0 (1-8) 
and 
g + u> g = 0 (1-9) 
h 2 -̂ D 
in which 3 is a non-negative constant and ou = 3 —• The general 
solution of the second (time-dependent) equation is 
g = A-coscut + B-sinout (1-10) 
where A and B are arbitrary constants. 
The problem of solving the fourth order partial differential 
equation in conjunction with any combination of homogeneous boundary 
conditions constitutes an eigenvalue - eigenfunction problem since for 
some specific boundary conditions, solutions only exist for a definite 
h k h 
set of values 3 ,30,... of the parameter 3 > "the eigenvalue of the 
problem. The respective solutions form a set of eigenfunctions 
w-|(x>y)j ypix>y)> • • • • so that the deflection of the plate always can 
be represented by a linear combination of the eigenfunctions. For 
instance, in the case of a rectangular plate with simply supported 
edges, a double sine series for w will satisfy the governing differen-
tial equation. However, the problem of the circular plate is the only 
case in which a complete solution has been obtained for each of the 
three types of boundary situations (clamped, simply supported, and 
8 
free). The lack of exact solutions for the rectangular plate (for 
which only those combinations that contain two opposite sides simply 
supported have been completely solved (Reference [6]) is associated 
with the fact that the partial differential equation is not separable 
in rectangular coordinates. 
In the absence of methods for obtaining precise analytical 
solutions approximate methods of solution have, therefore, been used. 
Ritz was the first to employ minimization of the potential energy 
functional as a method for obtaining approximate eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions of the free-edge-rectangular-plate problem (Reference 
[7]). In Reference [6] a summary is given of all known results in 
the field of plate vibrations based on either exact solutions or on 
numerical methods. Furthermore this reference contains an extensive 
bibliography up to 19^9 • 
In the case of vibration of a cracked plate (central crack or 
edge crack) the difficulties increase considerably. Not only are 
stress-free boundary conditions encountered along the crack face, but 
a singularity of the bending moment (or stress) at the crack tip 
will occur. The singularity does not immediately result from any of 
the regular expansions but must be especially provided for. In 
Reference [8] the problem is posed of the free vibration of a cracked 
rectangular plate, simply supported, at all sides. The crack, either 
starting from the edge or central, is in the middle of the plate 
parallel to one of the edges. The Levy-Wadai approach 
00 
w = ^ \ sin(mx) (1-11) 
m=l 
9 
is used, with y measured perpendicular to the crack line. This leads 
to an ordinary differential equation for Y which has as a solution a 
m 
linear combination of four hyperbolic functions: 
Ym(y) = ^ [Am.Sinh(riy) f B^Cosh^y) + C^ Sinh(r2y) 
+ Dm.Cosh(r2y)} (l-12) 
where 
r i = l ^ ) + m j and r2 = (_- u^J + m j 
Boundary conditions along the (simply supported) outer edges express 
the fact that deflection and bending moment are zero along those 
edges. This leads to relations for A . B and D as functions of the 
m m m 
fourth unknown C . The problem is therefore reduced to the determination 
m 
of the constants C for "which the remaining boundary conditions are 
m 
used. These remaining boundary conditions along the crack line are 
mixed i.e. the crack faces are stress-free and on the prolongation of 
the crack the slope with respect to y is zero. These mixed boundary 
conditions can be written as dual series equations representing 
respectively the bending moment and the slope along the crack line. 
The stress singularity at the crack tip is introduced by selecting 
a suitable type of weight function for the equation that represents 
the bending moment; it can then be shown that in the vicinity of the 
-1/2 crack tip the bending moment is proportional to e in which e is 
10 
the distance from the point under consideration to the crack tip. 
These dual series equations can "be reduced to a single (Abel's) 
integral equation by applying a Hankel-transform. The kernel of the 
integral equation contains the unknown parameter being sought: e.g. 
the frequency of free vibration. Because of the complexity of the 
kernel the integral equation has been numerically evaluated by using 
Simpson's rule to obtain a system of homogeneous algebraic equations. 
This results in an equation in matrix form representing an eigenvalue 
problem from which the frequency is found by a trial and error process. 
It is found for instance that for an edge crack propagated halfway 
through the plate the frequency factor (which is proportional to the 
natural frequency ID ) amounts to about 82 percent of the frequency 
factor of an undamaged plate. This is for a plate with a width to 
length (y-direction) ratio of two. 
The same type of plate is analyzed in Reference [9] based on a 
Levy-Nadai expansion. A Green's function approach is used to obtain 
a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind. The subdomain method 
is employed to satisfy the boundary conditions. No attempt is made to 
account for the singularity. A comparison of the numerical results 
is made in Reference [8]. Considering that the method of Reference [9] 
does not contain a stress singularity the agreement between the two 
methods with regard to the global quantities such as frequency is found 
to be quite good. It should be stressed however that only theoretical 
results have been compared, none of which has been supported by experi-
ment. Bending moments are also compared and as expected the moment 
distributions near the crack tip differ quite drastically although good 
11 
agreement seems to exist away from the crack tip. 
It should be realized that the latter methods are based on a 
Levy-Nadai expansion which is valid when at least two opposite sides 
are simply supported. An extension of any of these methods for other 
boundary conditions (e.g. a combination free and fixed) would be 
extremely difficult and perhaps not possible. 
Furthermore it has been considered as a shortcoming of classi-
cal plate theory, especially for cracked plates, that only the bending 
and the effective shear stress are required to be zero on the crack 
face. The requirement for zero twisting moment has not, for example, 
been satisfied. In Reference [10] this shortcoming has been overcome 
by employing the sixth-order theory of Reissner where the singular 
character of the bending stresses is obtained in a plate whose thick-
ness is vanishingly small. In Reference [11] the work was extended to 
examine the effect of plate thickness on the local stress field. It 
should be noted, however, that even an analysis based on the sixth-
order theory must be viewed with reservations because it incorporates 
the assumption that the stresses vary linearly through the plate thick-
ness. Since the error introduced by this constraint can only be evalu-
ated by a detailed elasticity solution, even the improved analysis must 
be considered tentative. In Reference [12] the difference between 
these two theories is discussed in some detail though for the static 
case only. 
Obviously a rigorous solution leads to serious mathematical 
complications. The purpose of this thesis therefore is to investigate 
the development of a simple approach based on elementary plate bending 
12 
theory employing the ascuined modes method (Reference; [ l-) , . lA-a]). 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM 
Approximate Methods 
As pointed out before, exact solutions are not known for 
vibration of rectangular plates unless at least two opposite sides 
are simply supported. 
In the basic differential equation for transverse simple 
harmonic motion of plates 
^ 7 w - c/w = 0 , (il-l) 
solutions w.(x,y) and corresponding natural frequencies a), are sought. 
The lowest natural frequency is called the fundamental frequency. 
2 
The problem of determining the values of the parameter cu. for which 
the homogeneous linear differential equation of this type has a non-
trivial solution, w,(x,y), is called the characteristic or eigenvalue 
problem. Values of a), corresponding to non-trivial solutions are 
called characteristic values or eigenvalues and the associated non-
trivial solutions w.(x,y) are called characteristic functions or 
eigenfunctions. Since the differential equation is homogeneous its 
solution cannot be determined uniquely except for the shape. The 
amplitude is arbitrary. 
Since exact solutions of eigenvalue-eigenfunction problems for 
some boundary conditions are not possible, approximate methods of 
Ik 
solution often have to be used. Based on the elementary plate theory 
as developed by Kirchhoff, the potential energy of a plate in bending 
can be easily expressed as a function of the deflection w: 
2 
v=n I {(4 - 4 ) - ̂ -v)pi f i - ( l l ) ] >xdy (II-2) 
dx dy dx ey 
Likewise the kinetic energy can be "written: 
T = | J (b2 dxdy (II-3) 
in "which y is the mass per unit area of the plate. A method for using 
the energy formulation of the plate is a formal one, in which the 
Hamiltonian approach is used to obtain the appropriate governing 
differential equation for plate vibration. Though the derived equa-
tion can serve as a basis for a solution of plate vibration problems, 
it is, as already mentioned, often too difficult to obtain an exact 
solution. Many types of procedure for finding approximate solutions 
are available based on a number of different principles. A group of 
approaches, of which one will be used in this thesis, based on an 
energy formulation is briefly discussed below. 
1. Rayleigh Method 
This method is based on Rayleigh's principle, which may be 
worded as follows: 
"The frequency of vibration of a conservative system vibrating 
about an equilibrium position has a stationary value in the neighbor-
hood of a natural mode." (Reference [l^--b]). 
15 
This stationary value is actually an absolute minimum in the 
neighborhood of the correct fundamental mode. The method is based on 
the fact that natural modes execute harmonic motion. 
The deflected surface is represented by an assumed form, chosen 
to conform as closely as possible to the expected mode shape. 
Let 
*Q =v(x,y) . e
1 ^ (11-10 
where w must be chosen to satisfy as many of the boundary conditions 
as possible but at least all the geometric conditions. Substituting 
this in the expressions for V and T, and by equating V to T the ^ max max 





2 IIV dxdy 
(II-5) 
which is often described as Rayleigh's quotient in the eigenvalue 
problem. This quotient will take the minimum value when w(x_,y) 
represents the fundamental mode. In general the function chosen 
for w will deviate from the normal mode resulting in a higher 
frequency. It is clear that a frequency associated with any w may 
be determined. Whether these correspond to real natural frequencies 
of p?ate vibration is another question. They will to the extent 
that the following requirements hold: 
1. The function w(x,y) accurately represents one of the 
normal modes. 
16 
2. The function w(x,y) satisfies all the boundary conditions 
of the problem. 
Such functions are called comparison functions. Functions 
satisfying only the geometric boundary conditions are called admissible 
functions. 
Both requirements are difficult to achieve in some plate 
problems,, but are usually considerably easier to satisfy for the 
fundamental mode than for the higher modes. For this reason use of 
the Rayleigh method is mostly limited to estimating the fundamental 
frequency of vibration without solving the eigenvalue problem. Rather 
accurate estimates of fundamental frequency may be made even though 
the estimated mode functions are in error. The success of the method 
2 
lies in the stationary behavior of ou in "the vicinity of a natural 
2 
mode because variations in cu with changes in the mode function are 
of second order in this vicinity. 
In the Rayleigh method it is clear that Rayleigh's quotient 
provides an upperbound for the first eigenvalue 
R(w) * u£ (II-6) 
where the equality sign holds true if and only if the chosen function 
for w is actually the first eigenfunction of the system. The true 
fundamental frequency is always smaller than the estimated one. 
2. Rayleigh-Ritz Method 
A powerful variation of the Rayleigh method based on a minimi-
zation of Rayleigh's quotient (II-5) is obtained by using a somewhat 
different assumption for the displacements of the plate. Assuming 
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harmonic motion like in the Rayleigh method the spatial distribution 
of displacements is now taken in. the form 
w = a1 • v1(x,y) + a2 . w2(x,y) + ••• (H-7) 
where the "w. are functions satisfying at least the geometric boundary 
conditions at the edges of the plate. 
If an infinite series of functions a.v. is chosen and the 
1 1 
functions w.(x,y) form a complete set, a correct value for the eigen-
function can theoretically be obtained. Selecting a finite number of 
functions means that constraints a -. = a 0 = • • • = 0 are imposed on 
n+1 n-+2 
the system. Constraints raise the stiffness of the system leading to 
an estimated frequency higher than the true fundamental frequency. 
This is a result of being unable to find functions that satisfy both 
geometric and natural boundary conditions of the problem as veil as 
the equations of motion. An increase in number n of properly chosen 
functions -will result in an estimate lover than the previous one. 
The functions selected must be at least geometrically admissible 
in the sense that displacements vanish at restrained edges. If the 
natural boundary conditions are not satisfied the functions w.(x,y) 
will imply the presence of boundary forces in terms of shears and/or 
moments at the free or hinged edges. It is not always practical to 
choose the functions w. which satisfy both geometric and natural 
boundary conditions. Therefore the necessary geometric boundary 
conditions are always satisfied and the functions w. are chosen in 
such a way that they approximate the actual natural boundary 
18 
conditions of the problem as closely as possible. 
The best frequency available is the one in "which the minimum 
frequency is obtained from (II-5) "by variation of the unknown coeffi-
cients a. of (II-T). Minimizing (H-5) with respect to the a. gives 
3 3 
max (II_8) 
da 3 [ f JJ v d x d y 
This will lead to a set of n homogeneous linear algebraic 
equations in the unknown constants a.; if the determinant formed by 
u 
the coefficients of the a. is set to zero a characteristic set of 
3 
2 
equations containing the unknown frequency <JU is obtained which will 
approximate certain natural frequencies of the system. 
3. Galerkin's Method 
This method uses a different approach than the other two con-
cepts yet in some cases will result in the same equations. It operates 
on the governing differential equation 
L(UO =o (ii-9) 
in which L is the differential operator of the form of (l-8). A set of 
comparison functions w.(x^y) is chosen to approximate w, each of which 
satisfying all the boundary conditions of the problem. 
The sum function 
r(x,y) = £ a± • wi(x,y) (11-10) 
i=l 
19 
will not in general satisfy the differential equation so that 
substitution of ( 11-10) in (-.11-9). will lead to 
n 
^ a± L{m±) = e(x,y) ( II-ll) 
i=l 
where e(x,y) represents an error function caused by the fact that the 
solution (II-IO) is only an approximate one. 
The solution can be optimized by choosing the coefficients a. 
in such a manner as to minimize the error function e(x,y) in some 
fashion. Galerkin proposed a convenient and rational way be requiring 
that e(x,y) and each w.(x,y) be orthogonal in the region, A, of the 
independent variables, i.e. 
f w (x,y) • e(x,y) • dA = 0 k = 1,2,...n (11-12) 
JA k 
Substitution of (II-ll)' into the definite integral of (11-12) results in 
n 
£ a.. J [wk(x,y) • L ^ ) dA] = 0 k = 1,2,...n dl-13) 
1=1 A 
This represents again a set of homogeneous linear algebraic 
equations in the unknown coefficients a., the determinant of which 
must vanish. This gives a characteristic equation in the frequencies 
2 
GU of order n. 
If in the Rayleigh-Ritz method comparison functions satisfying 
all boundary conditions are used then the final set of equations will 
be identical with that of the Galerkin's method. 
20 
h. Assumed Modes Method 
This method is different in approach but gives the same results 
as the Raleigh-Ritz method. Preference for its use is only a matter 
of convenience. Since this method is used for the thesis problem it 
vill be discussed here only briefly. 
A solution for w is assumed again in the form of a series com-
posed of admissible functions like in the Rayleigh-Ritz method: 
Vn = ai
cPi(x^y)qi(t) + a 2 ^




This series can be substituted in the expression for V (II-2) and in 
the one for T (lI-3). Applying the Lagrange equations 
3t VSq J Sq + aq ° U W 
m m m 
will lead to a set of n homogeneous linear algebraic equations in 
a , a , ... a from which the approximate natural frequencies can be 
solved as an eigenvalue problem. 
Rectangular Plate With Edge Crack 
For a plate as shown in Figure 1 an experimental program has 
been carried out at the Georgia Institute of Technology Aerospace 
Laboratory. A model of the same configuration has therefore been 
chosen for analysis. 
For the laboratory model the following dimensions were chosen: 
& = variable 
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Figure 1. Coordinate System in Rectangular Plate ; 
Polynomial Functions. 
22 
h = .025 inch 
a varying from .9125 inch to 3.2 inch 
6 
Material 202U-T3 with E = 10.6 x 10 psi and Poisson ratio v = .33 
Provisions were made to conduct the experiment for various 
values of the length t though the size of available test equipment 
must exclude small values for t. 
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the modes 
symmetrical with respect to the x-axis. The following functions have 
been chosen for the interval -n ^ 0 ̂  n: 
"1 = hte; - 4 • \ 
w2 = hL(V -1} • \ • k 
- 2 -2 .,-,3/2 
= hul; - 1 ! - s • ii) • °2 ' <JI-I6> 
These are admissible since they satisfy all geometric boundary condi-
tions. Clearly none of them will satisfy all natural boundary 
conditions. 
It is advantageous to normalize the functions by setting: 
y = y.l; r = r-l; w = w-h; h± = h± (ll-17) 
so that the functions can be written as: 
23 
"! = * ! - (y2 - D 2 
/ 2 -,v2 3/2 
w2 = b2 • (y - 1) • r
J/ 
v3 = b3 • (y
2 - l) 2 • r3/2 • 62 ( 11-18} 
in which w, y and r are dimensionless quantities. By completing the 
transformation into polar coordinates the displacement function w 
can be brought in the form 
3_ 
w = £ cpi(r,9) • q^t) (11-19) 
1=1 
i.e. a linear combination of functions of the spatial coordinates m. 
multiplied by time dependent generalized coordinates q.. 
Assuming harmonic motion again q. can be written as 
qi = ai • e
lujt (11-20) 
which w i l l r e s u l t in 
/ 2 . 2 . v2 , lout 
cp1 = ( r - s in 9-1) j q^ = 1D1 = a ^ e 
/ 2 . 2ft n^2 3/2 ^ icut 
cp2 = ( r - s in 9-1) - r
J / ; q2 = b 2 =
 a
2 * 
cp3 = ( r
2 . s i n 2 e - l ) 2 - r 3 / 2 - e 2 ; q3 = b = a 0 . e
l u j t ( H - 2 1 ) 
The functions have been chosen such that for r approaching zero 
the second derivative goes to infinity which means that the bending 
moment and therefore the bending stress goes to infinity. This 
provides a system containing the appropriate stress singularity. 
This is at least radially analogous to the first term of the Williams 
series, the standard tool in present day two-dimensional fracture 
mechanics (Reference [15,l6]). 
Along the crackline (i.e. x-axis) the bending moment can be 
expressed as (Reference [5-"b]): 
M = - S ^ ^ + i ^ + v - ^ ) (11-22) 
r dr r 39 dr 
with 
5 = E h \ (n-23) 
12(l-/) 
icut 
or with w. = cp. «a.e 
1 T l 1 
2 
Non-dimensionalizing this expression and setting D • \-y ) = D 
the following normalized expression is obtained: 
2 2 
*, D , 1 dv , 1 d w , d w \ /__ o)v 
M = - h t s ? + ^ 7 ^ + v 72 j te-zk) 
r d9 dr 
D/l dCpi 1 b \ * \ \ lo t , T T p 0 
M = " ht "d7 + "2 — F + v 7F>ie (II"25) r d9 dr 
Along the crackline the following bending moments will 
therefore result from the displacement functions w.: 
25 
IB ,D 
imt M - — • e 
a„D 
^l-e^p-l^tN} 
M3 = ̂  • ̂  [ e
2 { ^ 3 / 2 - I r~ l /2 ( 2 + ^) " 2 r " l / 2 J ^-2® 
I t is convenient here to introduce the non-dimensional par t ia l 
bending moments 
M. = M. • -^r • e_1<i)t (H-27) 
J J a±V 
In this form the moments have been plotted in Figure 2 for 
V = l/3 and a/-L = b/-t = 1 i.e. a 50 percent crack in a square plate. 
Examining these partial moments the following facts can be observed. 
M-. is constant over the width of the plate and is also independent 
of the size of the crack. ML shows a singularity at the cracktip though 
the total integrated moment over the plate width is finite. It is 
symmetrical over the x-axis with respect to the crack tip. Obviously 
neither M nor Mp by itself satisfies the natural boundary conditions 
along the crackface being M. = 0. A linear combination of M and 5L 
may result in a total bending moment over the crack equal to zero but 
the moment will still vary along the crack face. M also shows a 
singularity at the crack tip and is unsymmetrical with respect to the 
crack tip. A suitable linear combination of M , Mp and M_ could improve 














? = T? , ! U , +ie ~ (II"28) 
the slopes of the plate with respect to the y-direction may be deter-
mined along the x-axis. These will result in 
Scp1 
T^ = ° dy 
by2 
dy = o 
^9Q !/2 
- ^ = 20r cos 0 (11-29) 
showing that the third function will cause a discontinuity in the slope 
of the crack faces ( 8 = + rr) and factually removes a constraint there 
dw 
by not requiring in a symmetric mode that — = 0 along the crack. Removal 
dy 
of a constraint should lead to a lover frequency so that this choice of 
admissible functions has created the possibility of minimization of the 
natural frequencies. Note also that -r— = 0 on 9 = 0 for all i as 
dy 
required. The Lagrange equations constitute a specialized form of the 
principle of virtual work and will therefore produce that combination 
of the assumed modes that will lead to a minimization of energy within 
the system of admissible functions and thus to a minimization of the 
vibration frequency within that system. 
By a simple transformation it is possible to express the poten-
tial energy (II-2) in polar coordinates (Reference [3_c]) 
28 
dr r dr r d9 
+ «(i-v)K ~ - ±2 I)" - 4 (r j + Ê S ) > M e (n-30) 
r ordy r dr r dr r o9 
which, using the dimensionless quantities v, y and r, will lead to 
2 2 2 




d/" ̂  ^ r~ bB" *
 2<^[(; Me - \ H) - MG £ + ̂  rf)] H (II-31) 
Likewise the kinetic energy can be written as 
T = ̂  f (w)2rdrd9 • (11-32) 
which with setting y = Y'C^1*^) c a n ^ e normalized to the form 
T = | J (w)2rdrd6 (lI-33) 
A 
3 
Sub iojt stituting w = ) cp.(x,y).q.(t) with q . = a. • e ^ in the equations 
1=1 
for V and T and subsequently substituting V and T in the Lagrange 
equations (II-15) will result in the following set of homogeneous 
linear algebraic equations. 
29 
/ ^m^A + a2^2 + a3<?3)
rdTdQ 
-A. 
^ 2 f ( V r r ( a l < P l , r r + V P 2 , r r
 + ^ r r ' 
You A 
+ - y ( a A j r + a 2 cp 2 j r + a3 ,p3^ r) 
V 9 9 , , . 
+ - V < a i ? i , e e + ^ 2 , 6 9 + a3"P3,99) 
+ ^ — ( a l ( p ^ r + a 2 cp 2 ) r + a 3 9 3 ; r ) 
9 
+ " ^ ( a i 9 l , r r + a 2 9 2 j r r + a 3«P3, r r) 
cp 
+ - ^ ( ^ 1 , 9 9 + ^ 2 , 9 9 + a3<?3,M] 
, I'm, 99 , . 
+ ~ V <aA,rr + a2<P2,rr + ^ r r 5 
cp 
+ -^f ( a A > 9 8 + a 2 cp 2 ; e 9 + a 3 cp 3 ) 9 9 ) 
%i,99 , ^ , , 
+ ( l -v ) j_ - - £ - ( a l 9 ^ r + a ^ + a 3 9 3 > r ) 
cp 
" ^ ( a A , r r + V^rr + ^ . r r ' 
<R m,r r 
T ( a i ? i , 9 e + ^ 2 , 9 6 + ^ 3 , ^ ' 
^ , 9 9 / „ , _ \ 
" — V < B A , i x + V f e . r r + ^ . r r ' 
2tPm,r9 
+ 2~ < a i 1 x , r 9 + a 2 * 2 , r 9 + V ^ r d 5 
2cpm e 
+ -f- ( a ^ g + a2<p2)g + a3cp3^6) 
2 V r 9 
3~ ( a A , e + V f e , e + a 3 * 3 , e ) 
2 V e 
( " A , r e + a £ ^ , r e + a 3 C f , 3 , r 9 ) ] } 
rdrdG 
30 
m = 1,2,3 (11-3*0 
In ma t r ix form these equa t ions can be w r i t t e n as: 
([AM] - - \ [SM])(a } = 0 
You 
i = 1,2,3 ( I I - 3 5 ) 
in which [AM] and [SM] are three by three symmetrical matrices so 
that the eigenvalues — p are automatically real. Each element of 
YCO 
these matrices is a linear combination of integrals of the type: 
HVl f( r) d r d e (11-36) 
of which a relative large number (72) have to be evaluated over the 
plate area. A complete direct integration is impractical so that 
recourse has to be taken to some kind of computer program. Surface 
integration leads to bad convergence mainly due to the presence of a 
cusp near the crack tip for a number of integrands. Therefore integra-
tion must be done first with respect to r per section (Figure 3) 
between limits r = 0 and r = B/cos 9, l/sin 9 and A/cos 9 for sections 
I, II and III respectively. Integration with respect to 8 can then 
easily be performed by applying Simpson's rule. Only the symmetric 
modes are investigated here and integration is limited to the upper 
half of the plate. 
After all of the matrix elements are determined the approximate 
frequencies are generated from the eigenvalues — ~ . 
Ycu 
Alternate Choice of Admissible Functions 
An alternative to the approach with polynomial type admissible 
functions has also been carried out by using functions of trigonometric 
type. The general procedure is analogous to the one in the preceding 
section. The following admissible functions were chosen for that 
purpose using the model of Figure h for the interval 0 ^ 9 ^ 2TT. 
32 
r = l/sin 0 





Figure k. Coordinate System in Rectangular Plate; 
Trigonometric Function. 
3h 
*1 - hK) 
-.2 _2 
- 1 • \ 
3/2 
a * = h[li) " XJ • *2 ' &J 
" 3 = h [ ^ " J • S • If/' Cos2e (II"3T) 
The selection of the first trigonometric term was guided by the 
presence of a corresponding term in the Williams series. After 
normalization and again assuming harmonic motion one obtains: 
/ 2 N2 iout 
cp-L = (y -i) ; q-L = a-^e 
/ 2 .2 3/2 . 9 icut 
cp2 = (y -1) -r-




cp_ = (y -l) *r *cos29 ; q^ = a -elcu (II-38) 
Partial bending moments about the x-axis in nondimensional form 
are determined analogous to (11-26) and (11-27): 
M, = - \ • e"iujt.Mn = h 1 a D 1 
r* h -iayt ., r,, 3/2 r~2 / _ - ^1 . 0 
M2 = ^ D * e ,M2 = f r " "IT ( 5 + 3 v ) ) S l n 2 
M, = ^=r .e" l u , t .M0 = [ifr
2 + 2 ( l -v )} . (H-39) 
3 a D 3 J 
« 
35 
Plots for these bending moments are shown in Figure 5 for 
v = l/3 and a/t = b/£ = 1 i.e. a 50 percent crack in a square plate 
t̂gain. 
Determining then the slopes of the plate with respect to the 
y-direction along the x-axis results in 
dcpx 
-r^ = 0 
by 
^2 1 i 9 




? = 0 (11-39) 
Equations (11-39) show that cpp causes a discontinuity in the slope of 
the crack faces (0 = 0,2n). By a reasoning similar to the one in the 
preceding section it can be concluded again that the Lagrange equations 
will lead to a minimization of the vibration frequency within the 
system. Approximate frequencies can then be obtained in the same way 













REaTLTS AND DISCUSSION 
The numerical treatment of the problem, though cumbersome, has 
been done quite simply "with a Fortran IV program leading to solutions 
in the form of eigenvalues — p and eigenvectors. Computations have 
You 
been performed on various cracklengths: 
a = .9125", 1.3125", 2.2", 2.7" and 3.2" 
for the following range of halflengths t of the plate: 
I = 11", 8.8", 6", k.k", 2.2" and 1.1" 
The width d is k.k" and the thickness h is 0.025" for all cases. 
Results have been plotted in Figures 6 and 7 as eigenvalues versus 
cracklength for both sets of admissible functions. The first (see 
Equations 11-10 and II-16) is of polynomial type and the second (see 
Equations 11-19 and 11-37) is of trigonometric type. 
The eigenvalues are in the form of 
A. = — p = ( p (u> in radians/sec) (ill-l) 
Yu) £ ou 
in which B = E ' h 3 p =
 1 Q - 6 x l ° 6 p : - ° ^ 3 = 15.^9 i V m c h 
12(1- .33 ) 12(1- .33 ) 
and Y = - ^ = 'J; J '°% = 6.kj X 1 0
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Figure 6. —~ Versus Crack Length; Polynomial Func t ions . 
You 
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Figure 7. — p Versus Crack Length; Trigonometric Functions, 
YO) 
ko 
(D/V)1^2 246.23 _ , „ ,„ , v 
so cu = v o -] /o = P i /p cycles/sec = Hz (Hertz) 
The fundamental frequency for an uncracked plate may be 
determined by use of the results given in Reference 6, p. 75. In this 
reference a is the distance between the clamped edges and b is the 
distance between the free edges. For a ratio of b/a equal to 0.2, 
which is equivalent with a plate of t = 11" and d = k.k", the first 
mode frequency is equal to: 
y, _ — t 2 l _ 11.07 Hz 
2TTd2VY/^ 
corresponding with an eigenvalue of: 
\ =&&- = .03382 
n .sr 
In Figures 8, 9 and 10 results obtained here are plotted as 
vibration frequencies versus crack length for both sets of functions, 
From these plots the following observations can be made: 
1. For the plates with the larger lengths,, i.e., t = 6" 
and greater the presence of the crack seems to have no effect on the 
frequency. 
2. For the i, = 11" plate both computed vibration frequencies 
are slightly greater than the fundamental frequency of the uncracked 
plate derived from Reference 6 (ll.07 Hz.). 
3. Results obtained with the polynomial type functions show 
kl 
280J U) Hz 
4 
l = 2.2" 
£ = ̂ .V' 
- £ = 6' 
t = 8.8" 
£ = 11" 
"•* a inch 
If 
Figure 8. Frequency Versus Crack Length; Polynomial Functions. 
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Figure 10. Frequency Versus Crack Length; Trigonometr ic Funct ions , 
hk 
a distinct decrease in frequency -with increasing crack length for 
all plate lengths. A decrease in frequency is equivalent to an 
increase in the eigenvalues. Since the eigenvalues increase with 
the square of the decrease in frequencies the differences are more 
pronounced in the diagrams where the eigenvalues are plotted versus 
the cracklength (see Figures 6 and 7). 
h. For the trigonometric type functions the behavior for 
the larger values of t is contrary to the expected behavior since 
the eigenvalues — p show a decrease for larger values of the crack 
Yu> 
length a rather than an increase. Note that in Figure 10 this trend 
is hardly discernible. 
In order to investigate the somewhat puzzling behavior indi-
cated under the fourth observation, especially for t ~ 11", eigen-
values were computed for different combinations of the trigonometric 
type functions w , wp and w . The results were plotted in Figure 11. 
For w = a • w the eigenvalue is constant equal to .0317̂ -, lower 
than any other combination. For w = a • w + ap • wp the eigenvalue 
is basically increasing corresponding to a decreasing frequency for 
an increasing crack length. For w = a • w + a • w the eigenvalue 
increases very slightly and is basically constant; the whole range 
of eigenvalues is considerably higher than for the first two com-
binations. For the combination of the three functions 
w = a • w + ap • w p + a • w the eigenvalue starts at the highest 
value decreasing to the level of w = a . w + a • w . No definite 
conclusion can be drawn from these considerations. However, the 
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Figure 11. Combinations of Trigonometric Admissible 
Functions for I = 11." 
he 
as the crack length increases. Though the estimate of "w for a given 
crack length decreases as the number of w functions used increases,, 
it would appear that for a given number of approximation functions, 
the estimate becomes poorer as the crack length increases. Since 
a comparison of Figure 8 and Figure 10 reveals that the polynomial 
type functions yield consistent results and lower cu values over the 
range of crack lengths, it appears that for the number of functions 
used, the polynomial approximation is more effective than the one 
using trigonometric functions. 
Available experiment results make it possible to compare the 
experiment measurements for half lengths of £ = 6" and 4" with the 
approximate method results. Where necessary the vibration frequencies 
for the polynomial type functions were obtained by graphical inter-
polation. Frequencies for the trigonometric type functions are 
practically constant in the considered range and are about equal to 
the average values of those for the other set of functions. The data 
have been plotted in Figure 12. They show that, as expected, the 
approximate method values are larger than the experimentally measured 
values. 
Although the objective of this thesis is the development of a 
simple approximate method for determining the natural frequencies of 
a cracked plate, the distribution of the bending moment along the 
crack line is also of interest. This subject will be discussed more 
extensively in the next chapter so here it will be considered only 
for one configuration for which is taken £ = 2.2 inch (i.e. a square 
plate) with a crack extended to 50 percent of the plate width. The 
o p o i n t s obta ined from experiment 
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Figure 12. Comparison of Experimental and Computed Na tu ra l F requenc ies . 




eigenvectors for this case, normalized with respect to the first 
component are as follows: 




The bending moment is obtained by a simple matrix multiplication 
the details of which are discussed in Chapter IV. The results for 
both types of functions have been plotted in Figure 13. This figure 
shows that the bending moments in the waist contain an appropriate 
singularity near the crack tip. It is, however, stronger for the 
polynomial functions than for the trigonometric functions. Further-
more, the total bending moment in the waist is clearly larger than 
the one along the crack or traction free faces, in particular for the 
polynomial functions. It is interesting to observe that in that case, 
the crack side also shows a stress singularity, probably implying that 




Figure 13. Bending Moment Along Crackline for Both Types of 
Functions (t = 2.2"; 50 percent crack). 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF A CIRCULAR CRACKED PLATE 
Though the procedure used to approximate eigenvalues did lead 
to results, there are still two major questions left to be answered: 
1. How much improvement for convergence in attaining natural 
frequencies can be obtained by increasing the number of addmissible 
functions? 
2. Do additional functions improve the bending moment dis-
tribution situation along the crack line axis? 
To investigate these questions with the rectangular plate model 
leads to a huge amount of numerical work and at best will still give a 
doubtful answer since the natural boundary conditions along the free 
edges have not been taken care of yet. A simple and direct way to 
investigate these issues is to consider the analysis of a circular 
cracked plate as modeled in Figure 1̂ -. Due to the simple boundary 
conditions the complete analysis is a relatively easy and straight 
forward procedure. The only natural boundary conditions remaining in 
this model are the ones along the crack faces. 
A rather general form of admissible functions of the polynomial 
type can be used: 
r - 2 _2 b -.m/2/5,n 
i-Ki)-nif© & &< 
m n 
for m = 0,3>6,9,... and n = 0,2,4,6,... 
51 
Figure Ik. Model of Circular Cracked Plate, 
52 
By normalizing with 
w = w.h: r = r-Rj 0 = 0TT; b = b -h; (lV-2) 
' ' ' mn mn J 
the general displacement function is brought in the form: 
w = [ r
2 - i f f"b +"> > b m / 2 e11] (iv-3) 
L oo L, L mnr J ' 
m n 
The exponents m and n fit in the scheme of Figure 15-a which has been 
cut off here for values of m = 9 and n = 6 but can be extended ad 
libitum. It is reasonably expected that the exponents form a pattern 
in this scheme that will show a certain regularity. For introducing 
the correct stress singularity near the crack tip, analogous to the 
Williams series, the exponent of r in the expression for the bending 
moment about the crack line has to be -l/2. Higher powers of r are 
allowed but will not result in stress singularity. Exponents for 
m = 0 with n - 2, k, 6, ... leads to infinite integrals in the Lagrange 
equations and therefore a regular pattern as shown in Figure 15-b has 
to be discarded. A possible pattern is the one of Figure 15-c though 
missing the desirable regularity. A more regular pattern is formed 
by Figure 15-d. The last two patterns will both be used in this 
chapter. 
Using the exponents of the scheme of Figure 15-c the following 
admissible functions are obtained: 
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By assuming harmonic motion the time dependent parts can again be set 
in the form: 
iout 
boo = 0i = V e 
^ iout 
b30 = q 2 = V e 
•u iout 
b 3 2 = q 3 = a 3 - e 
, iujt 
V = ^ = v e 
b 3 6 = q5 = a ^ e
1 " * ( lV-5) 
The displacement funct ion can again be "written in the f a m i l i a r form: 
5_ 
w = 2, c p J ( r , e ) - q j ( t ) (IV-6) 
J= l 
l ead ing t o , "with q. = a.«e ^ j = 1 , 2 , . . . . 5 : 
J <] 
92 
/• 2 i , 2 3 / 2 = ( r -1) - r J / 
55 
/ 2 _v2 3/2 Q2 cp = (r -1) -rJ/ . 9 
( 2 .2 3/2 U ^ = (r -1) -rJ -9 
<p5 = (r
2-l)2-r3/2-96 (IV-T) 
Partial bending moments about the x-axis at the crack line follow from 
(11-22) and (11-27) resulting in: 
M±=f- 8r2 
r1/2 / k ±5k 2 \ K> = - \ - (55r - ±f vd + 7) 
M = ̂ - e 2 - 2r"1/2(ri4" - 2r2 + l) 
_ L i lo ]± p p 
\ = M 2 ' 9 " 1 2 r (r - 2r + 1)9 
M = Mg-96 - 30r"1//2(r4' - 2r2 + l)Qk (lV-8) 
These partial bending moments have been plotted in Figures 16 through 
19. It can be observed that VL, & , M> and M^ "will cause a singu-
larity at the crack tip but since NL is symmetrical with respect to 
the crack tip the vanishing of the bending moment in the crack faces 
clearly has to come from moments M_, M< and SL. Slopes of the plate 
with respect to the y-direction along the crack follow again from 
(11-28) resulting in: 
56 











Figure 18. Partial Bending Moment M,, 
waist 
M = 0 
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d C p 3 o( 2 ^ 2 1/2 
- ^ = + 2 ( r -1) -r 
SCPj+ j / 2 n v 2 1 / 2 
-^— = + M r -1) -r / 
Sep, 
^ = ± 6 ( r
2 - l ) 2 . r l / 2 (IV-9) 
By 
Funct ions y , epi and cp,- give a d i s c o n t i n u i t y in the slope and therefore 
p rov ide "basical ly a removal of the c o n s t r a i n t s a t the crack f aces . 
The express ion for V in p o l a r coord ina te s ( I I - 3 0 ) can now, 
us ing D = D(p ) , "be w r i t t e n a s : 
2 2 2 
v - rf — f /d y 1 dw J- 1_ & v\ 
JJ 2 L L 2 + r dr + 2 2 _ ? J 
dr n r 90 J 
L , J / 1 1 dw 1 1 dw\' 
+ 2 ( l " v ) U n r Br^e " n ~2 ae j 
2 2 
d w / 1 jyw JL^ 1 ^ -w 
, 2 \ r dr 2 2 ^ D 2 / J J 
dr n r ^9 
rdrdG (lV-10) 
2 
Likewise us ing y(hR) = Y "the express ion for T (11-32) can "be 
w r i t t e n as 
T =J2~ II W ^ d r d e (IV-11) 
61 
Substitution in the Lagrange equations will result in a set of five 
homogeneous linear algebraic equations as shown: 
9=1 r = l 
2 




9=1 r = l 
= D I I K , r r ( ( P l , r r a l + ^ r r ^ + ^ , ^ 3 + ^,rA + ^ W 
9=o r=o 
cp 
, m, r / s 
+ ~ ^ ~ K,rai + ^ , r a 2 + ^ 3 , r
a 3 + % raU + y rV 
L y ee / v 





T m , r r / N 
+ —$- ( < P 1 ; r ^ + ^ , r a 2 + cp 3 ; r a 3 + c p ^ a ^ + c p ^ ^ ) 
+ r ( t P l , r r a l + ^ , r r a 2 + <P3 ,rr
a3 + ^ r r ^ + ^rrV 
+
 n 2 r 2 ^ l , 9 9
a l + ^ , 6 8 * 2 + t< )3,e9a3 + 'MA + C p 5 ,69 a 5
) 
+ - ^ f <<*!,„*! + <P2,rr
a2 + « ^ , r r a 3 + ^,TT% + < ^ , r r a 5 ) 
9 
+ H y ( < f i , e 9 a i + ^ , 9 8 ^ + ^ , e e
a 3 + % , ^ \ + c P 5 ,88
a 5 ) 
62 
m A ft N 
+ " a T ( t p l , r a l + <lfe,ra2 + * 3 , r a 3 + ^,A + * > , r V 
rr r 
+ ( l - v ) [ - - ^ X ( ^ a i + ^ a 2 + ^ ^ + c p ^ r a 4 + ^ a , . ) 
rm,r 
" ^ ( c P l , r r a l + ' f e . r A + ^ r r ^ + < < V r a l | + ^ . r r ^ 
nn.rr 
±2 (*i,eeai + ^ . e e ^ + i>3,eea3 + I'M A + ^ e e V 
rr r 
% 86 
2 T ( c P l , r r a i + % , r r a 2 + * 3 , r r a 3
 + %rA + ^ r r ^ 
n r 
2cp 
+ " J i - ( c P l , r e a l + % , r 9 a 2 + *3 , r8 a 3 + % r e a i . + ^ , r e a 5 ) 
2cpm 
+ ~J$~ ( c p i ,e a i + ^2,ea2 + *3,ea3 + % e a ^ + ^ e ^ 
%i,r9 / % 
- 2 ^ - («p1 > ea1 + <p2)8a2 + c p ^ ^ + c p ^ + c p ^ ) 
f ^ ( < P l , r 6 a l + f2,r&
a2 + ^,rSa3 + *i,r9% + ^reV] } - 5 
rf r 
r dr d9 for m = 1 , 2 , . . . 5 (IV-12) 
Though a r e l a t i v e l y l a rge numher of i n t e g r a l s (190) has to he 
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evaluated of the type 
6=1 r=l 
I I <Pk ̂  f(r) drd6 (IV-13) 
9=o r=o 
they are all of a type that can be easily calculated in closed form. 
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors can now be computed along the same lines 
as for the rectangular plate. This has been carried out for different 
numbers k of admissible functions: 
w = w, + v/p k = 2 
w = v + ̂ 2 + Wo k = 3 
w = w + w2 + v + w^ k = h 
w = >?1 + w2 + v + w^ + w k = 5 
The numerical results from the computer program with the 
eigenvalue — ^ for the first mode are as follows: 
Yur 
k Eigenvalues Eigenvectors 









3 .0096766 1.0000000 
6h 





Resulting eigenvalues and frequencies for a plate with radius 
R = 10" and of the same material and thickness as the rectangular 
plate have been plotted in Figure 20 "with the number of admissible 
functions used as a parameter. 
The fundamental frequency of an uncracked circular plate 
clamped on the outer boundary may be determined by use of results 
given in Reference [6], page 8. 
^ 1 0 ^ 2 1 5 8 , ^ Hz> (iv_ik) 
2n R V 
Using for D and y the values from Chapter III for the rectangular 
plate then the fundamental frequency for a circular plate of radius 
equal to 10" is 25. l6 Hz. From Figure 20 can be observed that,, as 
expected, the frequency for k = 3 and greater is below the fundamental 
frequency of the undamaged plate. Furthermore it shows a leveling 
out of the frequency at k = 5 although the difference in cu between 
k = 1 and k = 5 is only about k percent. 
As mentioned before the bending moment on the crack face 
should be small and in the ideal theoretical case equal to zero over 
the entire crack. The bending moment can be determined from the 



















1 2 ~3~ ~ T 5' 
Figure 20. Eigenvalue and Frequency Versus Number of Functions k. 
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M = [Mi]{ai] (lV-1̂ 4) 
in which [M.] is a row matrix of the partial bending moments from 
(TV-8) and {a.} is the eigenvector. It is interesting to compare 
the bending moments for different numbers of admissible functions. 
These moments have been plotted for the waist side in Figure 21 and 
for the crack side in Figure 22. They are all based on the same 
deflection at the crack tip. Only the first function allows at that 
location a non-zero deflection so it is sufficient to normalize the 
eigenvector on the component of the first function before the matrix 
multiplication indicated in (XV-1̂ -) is carried out. Figure 21 shows 
that the bending moment increases toward the centre of the plate with 
a stress singularity at the crack tip. For k = 3 "the moment near 
the crack tip shows a different sign for the singularity. Since an 
increase in the number of functions shows a considerable improvement 
it is probably a discrepancy disappearing with an increasing number 
of functions. From Figure 22 can be deduced that as far as the crack 
is concerned, the best approximation for the bending moment is obtained 
with three functions and that the quality of the solution, as far as 
the crack face is affected, decreases for k increasing from three to 
four or five. 
Since the function scheme of Figure 15-c, which was used 
here, does not show a very regular pattern the question arises if 
this pattern can be blamed for the behavior of the bending moment 
at the crack face for different numbers of functions. Therefore the 
more regular scheme of Figure 15-d is used now leading to a somewhat 
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k = 3 
k = k 
k = 5 
-50 
crack 
Figure 22. Bending Moment M at Crack Face. 
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d i f f e r e n t s e t of func t ions . 
( 2 .v2 3/2 , w2 = (r -1) - r
J / -b 3 0 
/ 2 nN2 3/2 ^ 2 
w = (r -1) - r J / -b^g-e 
/ 2 . , 2 3 , 
% = ( r - 1 ) ' r , b60 
/ 2 .2 3 v. n2 ŵ  = (r -1) - r J -b 6 2 -0 
= ( r 2 - l ) 2 . r 3 . V , . 9 4 (IV-15) 
For harmonic motion the time dependent par ts are writ ten as: 
boo = q i = V e 
•u iout 
b30 = qS = ° 2 ' e 
b = q = a3-e
1«' t 
•u iu;t 
b6o = q^ = £ V e 
•u icut 
b62 = q5 = V
e 
\h = Q6 = a6'e l t t , t (IV-16) 
and using (lV-5) again: 
cp1 = (r -1) 
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, 2 - 2 3/2 
cp2 = ( r -1) - r
J / 
93 
, 2 nx2 3/2 2 = ( r - l ) .i' ' •0 
^ = ( r 2 - l ) 2 - r 3 




With the use of (11-22) and (11-27) the partial bending moments can be 
determined again resulting in: 
16 n 2 
3 
SL = - ^ - 8r 
^ = - f2 (55r^ - 15^ r 2 / 3 + 7) 
M 
P -— , U P 
= Mg-G - 2 r 2 ( r - 2r + l ) 
M,, = - 21r5 + 70r3/3 - 5r 
M = M^-92 - 2r(r - 2r2 + l) 
M6 = M^-0 - I2r(r - 2r
2 + l) (lV-l8) 
It should be noted that M , Mp and M are identical to the equally 
numbered moments of (IV-8) and were plotted in Figures l6 and 17. 
Moments M. , M^ and M^ have been plotted in Figures 23 and 2k. From 
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Figure 2k. Partial Bending Moments 5L and JL-; Second Set of Functions 
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equations and plots it can now be observed that M , JVU and Mi are 
symmetrical and that Mp and M~ give a stress singularity with the 
quotient M /Mp reaching the limit value of 15/7 when r approaches 
zero from the crack side. 
Slopes of the plate with respect to the y-direction along the 
crack line are again determined with the use of (11-28) resulting in: 
-T^ = 0 dr 
5cp2 




2-l) 2.r3/ 2 
^h 
* § _ w _ 2 ^ 2 ..3 
3r ^ = ± 2 ( r
2 - l ) . T~ 
3r = ± 4(r
2-l)2.r3 (IV-19) 
Functions cp , y and qv- provide the desired discontinuity in bending 
moment over the crack face. 
The remainder of the analysis goes along the same lines as for 
the first set of equations. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors have been 
7^ 
computed for a number of admissible functions equal to k which varies 



























As for the first set of functions the resulting eigenvalues 
and frequencies have been plotted again versus k, the number of 
functions used, in Figure 25. A comparison with Figure 20 shows that 
after starting with the same three functions, the convergence is here 
much slower than for the first set in spite of the larger number of 
functions added. 
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2 ^ 6 
Figure 25. Eigenvalue and Frequency Versus Number of Functions k; 
Second Set of Functions. 
The check on the bending moment along the crack line is 
carried out in the same way as for the first set. This moment has 
been plotted again for unit deflection at the crack tip for different 
numbers k of the admissible functions. Moments at the waist side have 
been plotted in Figure 26 showing a behavior comparable with the curve 
for k equal to three in Figure 21. As a matter of fact the curves 
for k is three in Figure 21 and Figure 26 are the same though the 
scale is different. The moment at the crack face has been plotted 
in Figure 27 showing a pattern similar to that of Figure 22 though 
much less severe. For an increasing number k of the functions used here 
the bending moment deviates farther from the desired zero distribution 
although considerably less than with the first set. It should be 
emphasized that the bending moment scale of Figures 21 and 22 is ten 
times as great as the scale in Figures 26 and 27. In order to allow 
a direct comparison with the first set of functions two bending 
moment curves along the crack face for k = 3 and k = 6 have been drawn 
in Figure 28 on the same scale used in Figure 22. 
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Figure 27. Bending Moment for k Functions; 




k = 6 
!• from Figure 27. 
Figure 28. Bending Moment for Three Resp. Six Functions; 
Second Set of Functions. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The method developed and applied gave reasonable results for 
the approximate determination of natural frequencies for rectangular 
plate clamped at two opposite sides and free at the other sides. The 
results were reasonable in so far that the computed vibration fre-
quencies were lower than those for the undamaged plate and that they 
decreased for an increasing crack length. The computed frequencies 
are higher than those obtained from the experiment which was expected 
since the small number of assumed displacement functions automatically 
incorporates constraints which raise the natural frequencies. 
Releasing the crack faces by requiring some of the displacement func-
tions to show a discontinuity with the right sign in the first deriva-
tive with respect to the y-direction on the crack line proved there-
fore to provide a basic decrease in the bending stiffness about the 
x-axis. The analysis of the circular plate, clamped at all sides, 
with a 50 percent crack showed similar results. It showed furthermore 
that an improvement can be obtained by increasing the number of dis-
placement functions. 
As far as the stress field is concerned it is clear that the 
distribution of the bending moment on the crack faces can not be 
considered satisfactory and it is remarkable that an increase in the 
number of admissible functions as such can make the situation for the 
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satisfaction of the natural "boundary conditions appear to be worse. 
It should be noted however that even six admissible functions may be 
too crude an approximation and many more functions may be needed to 
provide a reasonable stress distribution. It is obvious that the value 
of the approximate method as discussed will decrease with an increasing 
number of required displacement functions due to the staggering amount 
of numerical work. This will be the case if a more accurate stress 
distribution is emphasized rather than approximate natural frequencies. 
It should be clearly understood however that the goal of this thesis 
is not in the first place to find a correct stress distribution but to 
find an easy way to approximate natural frequencies in cracked plates 
which then can be used in forced vibration analysis and such. It 
should therefore be concluded that the developed method can be consid-
ered reasonably successful, contingent on some modifications as men-
tioned below in the recommendations, for the particular purpose of 
approximating natural frequencies, especially for plates with boundary 
conditions that can not be analyzed in any other way. Furthermore 
there may be ways of improvement as follows: 
1. Integration of the product functions in the Lagrange equa-
tions was performed by furst integrating with respect to r followed 
by integration with respect to 0 approximated with Sompson's Rule. 
Though this procedure gives very accurate answers, there is a large 
amount of numerical work involved prone to errors. A plain surface 
integration leads to problems since in the region of the crack tip 
the integrand of a number of integrals goes to infinity due to the 
-1/2 
presence of a factor r although the integrals themselves are 
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bounded. The result is a very poor convergence when refining the 
grid. It is the reason why this type of integration was discarded for 
the analysis of this thesis. This problem can however be overcome by 
treating those integrals within a very small square with sides of 
distance e from the crack tip in a different way by using an approxi-
mation. When the average value of the integrand along a half-side is 
equal to A then the integral over that small triangle can approximately 
be taken as the integral over an eighth of a circle with the same 
surface area as the triangle and therefore with a radius: 
6 = 2e//n 
Of an integral of the type 
Q=z-n/k r=6 _ /2 
I = J J Or ' drd9 
9=o r=o 
the integrand takes the value A for r=6 so that 
a = A 61/2 
Integration gives: 
T A 6 T T A r I = - £ - = Ae/n 
The procedure can be followed for the triangles around the crack tip. 
When the square 2e by 2e is taken small enough the obtained accuracy 
will be sufficient. Especially for rectangular plates with other 
boundary conditions where the method used in this thesis leads to an 
unreasonable amount of numerical evaluations the suggested improvement 
can be advantageous. 
2. From the analysis as shown in the previous chapters it is 
clear that it is not possible to nullify a stress singularity at the 
crack side by a linear combination of only a few functions. It should 
therefore be tried to select functions with a stress singularity of 
the right sign at the waist side only. 
3. Although irrelevant for the natural frequencies, it is 
not logical to use functions that lead to bending moments on the crack 
faces. It should therefore be tried to select functions of the type 
of terms of the Williams series that satisfy the condition of zero 
bending and shear along the crack. Obviously also the geometric 
boundary conditions have to be satisfied. This will not be an easy 
task and it may even be impossible to accomplish this with elementary 
functions only. 
h. If it is not possible to select functions satisfying the 
natural boundary conditions on the crack faces, an attempt could be 
made to introduce as a side condition the requirement that the total 
bending moment on the crack faces integrated over the crack length is 
equal to zero. This might lead to some improvement in the stress 
distribution. 
5. Probably the best way to handle the problem, though 
outside the scope of this thesis, is the use of a finite element 
analysis program such as NASTRAN. The large number of freedoms 
available makes it possible to approach the problem with an accuracy 
unattainable with a limited number of assumed mode functions. No 
good crack tip element for a plate in bending is available yet but 
with the existing conventional elements,, a reliable stress distribu-
tion to within a relatively small distance of the crack tip can be 
obtained. For systematic parametric studies in this field the finite 
element analysis has very promising possibilities. 
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